The discourse on sexuality underwent tremendous transformations in early and medieval China. While early imagery and terminology of sexual intercourse reflect a naturalistic attitude toward sexuality, writings from the Han dynasty and the division periods largely reflected the Daoist perception of body, gender, and sex. Such domination gradually gave way to a diverse discourse on sexuality in the Tang, largely due to Buddhist influence and the rise of the examination culture. Tang discourse on sexuality, with its emphasis on sensuality, pleasure, and spiritual bliss, shaped ideals of femininity, masculinity, and intercourse.
The earliest extant texts specifically addressing sexuality date mostly from the Han dynasty (206 BCE-220 CE); their discourse mixed Daoist thought with medical knowledge (Harper 1987) . In addition, post-Han writings on bedchamber arts, while continuing the longevity tradition, reflect pronounced Daoist concepts of uniting yin and yang through intercourse. 2 The Tang perception of sexuality has been widely studied, and scholars tend to agreed that the period displayed an unprecedented openness toward sexuality and erotic culture (Levy 1962; Shi 1999; Du 2002; Yao 2013) .
The aim of this study is to explore how the knowledge and perception of sexuality changed in the early and medieval periods, and what factors contributed to these changes under the augury of Michel Foucault's concept of discourse (1977; 2003a; 2003b) . 3 
Sexuality in Early Medieval China
The Han dynasty witnessed a substantial increase in writings about sexuality. The most important Han texts on sexuality are undoubtedly the Mawangdui yishu 馬王堆醫書 (Mawangdui Medical Manuscripts), fifteen medical texts discovered in the tomb at Mawangdui. Among them, the Shiwen 十問 (Ten Questions), Tianxia zhidao tan 天下至道談 (Discourse on the Culminant Way under Heaven), and He yinyang 合陰陽 (Conjoining Yin and Yang) speak explicitly about the bedchamber arts. 4 Along with rituals relevant to sexuality, they presented the earliest documentation of sexual culture in ancient China. 5 The Mawangdui yishu combine cosmological concepts with medical knowledge: some texts stress sexual intercourse as resembling the union of yin and yang, while others discuss its benefits for physical well-being. Perceptions of gender and sexuality as seen in these texts are two-fold. On the one hand, they emphasize the importance of pleasure in the female during intercourse and recommend that all human beings have a healthy balance of yin-qi and yang-qi, achieved through intercourse. On the other hand, they clearly address men. For the sex act to have any medical value, the male had to make sure that the female reached orgasm and emitted her yin-qi. This is probably the main reason why there are so few instances in ancient Chinese literature of homoeroticism (Goldin 2002, 6-7) .
Post-Han discourse on sexuality is distinctly more Daoist (see Schipper 1994; Lin 2001; and Yan 2007) . Many legendary Daoists were associated with sexual cultivation and even specific schools, e.g., Rongchengzi 容子成 and Pengzu 彭祖, both known for their longevity (Zhu 2002) . The popularity of their teaching made the Daoist art of the bedchamber a widespread practice among nobles during the period (Zhu 2001).
Among writings on sexuality, the most influential traditional texts were the Sunü jing 素女經 (Classic of the Plain Woman), 6 Yufang bijue 玉 房秘訣 (Secret Instructions of the Jade Bedchamber) (see Goldin 2006) , objects were all dated before the rule of Emperor Wu (r. 140-87 BCE), who made Confucianism the state orthodoxy.
6 For a study of the Sunü jing, see Gulik 2003, 121-25 . In addition, Harper stresses the similarity between Sunü jing and the Shiwen (1987, 547n16) . The text was lost after the Tang, but kept in Japanese medieval medical anthology, Ishimpō 醫心方, along with, among others, Dongxuanzi 洞玄子 (Secret Instructions of the Jade Bedchamber and Master Dongxuan). For a translation of the Ishimpō, with introduction and annotations, see Hsia et. al. 1986 . The text reemerged in China in 1914 when Ye Dehui 葉徳輝 (1864 -1927 included it in his Shuangmeijing 'an congshu 雙梅景闇叢書 (1914) . For a study of Ye Dehui and his effort in publishing "lost books," see Shen 2012. Some scholars have dated the Sunü jing to the Han dynasty. See Zhu 2004; 2000, 49. Zhou Yimou 周貽謀, however, suggests that the earliest version of the Sunüjing appeared in the Warring States Period (475-221 BCE), continued to evolve, and was finalized during the Wei-Jin period (220-420) (Zhou 2005, 34) .
and Huangting jing 黃庭經 (Scripture of the Yellow Court). 7 A more ritual text is the Shangqing huangshu guodu yi 上清黃書過度儀 (Liturgy of Passage of the Yellow Writ of Highest Clarity), which dates to the fourth or fifth centuries (see Robinet 1984; Raz 2008) .
They tend toward a Daoist perspective. Some scholars argue that, because Daoism considers attaining yin-qi crucial for reaching thisworldly immortality, and since sexual intercourse constitutes a prominent technique to reach this goal, early literature on the art of the bedchamber appeared to promote sexual vampirism (Goldin 2006) . Others cite texts such as the Shangqing huangshu guodu yi as evidence that women were essential and "functioned as equal partners" (Despeux and Kohn, 2003, 14-15) . The text stipulates that sexual intercourse formed part of a Daoist initiation ritual, known as "the harmonization of qi" (heqi 合氣). It involved the combination of male (yellow) and female (red) sexual energy to realize the harmony of the universe (Yan 2001; Raz 2008) . Overall, however, the theory of yin and yang was clearly the basis of sexual practitioners, and most importantly, the intellectual and religious interpretation of sexuality during the division era. 8 Still, Daoism was not the only voice in discourse on sexuality in the early middle ages. Scholars have suggested that Buddhist monks were reportedly quite popular in teaching women of eminent families the art of sex. Weishu 魏書 (History of the Wei), for example, claims that the famous monk and translator of the Da niepan jing 大涅槃經 (Mahaparinirvanasutra), Dharmaraksa (Tanwuchan 曇無讖, 7 According to Harper, this text is also called Huangting waijing yujing 黃庭 外景玉經 (Outer Scripture of the Yellow Court). Composed around the second or third century, it was the oldest scripture to discuss sexual cultivation in Daoism. Its "inner" counterpart, the Huangting neijing yujing 黃庭内景玉經, was composed within the Shangqing school around the fourth to fifth centuries (1987, 541n4) . For a study of the outer scripture, see Schipper 1994, 130-59 . 8 Wile further points out that in terms of intellectual orientation, the Mawangdui manuscripts and householder manuals represented pre-Tang thinkers' search for a theory of sexuality, whereas the sexual alchemists, as seen in the Guodu yi, were metaphysicians in search of a practice. However, all were interested in changing the material conditions of life, and both continually generated theory to account for their experience and project new possibilities (Wile 1992, 10-11) .
taught "the art of intercourse between man and woman" (nannü jiaojie zhishu 男女交接之術) to young wives of eminent families. 9 In addition, early Buddhist sutras provided Chinese laymen with a spiritual foundation for defining gender relations and sexual fulfillment. For example, the Fo shuo Shijialuoyue liufang lijing 佛說尸迦羅越六方禮經 (Srgalavada sutra), supposedly translated by An Shigao 安世高 (mid-second century), singles out the satisfying husband-wife relationship as one of the ethical cornerstones of a blessed family. The text was so popular it underwent three other translations from the fourth to the fifth centuries in south China. It is yet another example that Buddhism served as a source of wisdom for householders, and especially for sexual life between husband and wife (Lo, forthcoming) .
More importantly, rather than competing with Daoists and Buddhists, Confucians during that period seemed happy to embrace their guidelines. Van Gulik speculates that their endorsement was because the traditions' interpretation of sexuality "answered a real need" within the Confucian tradition, since patriarchs depended on their advice to manage their inner chambers with multiple concubines (2003, 109) . Indeed, the importance of the continuation of the family line propelled Confucians to become strong supporters of sexual guidance, and their approval certainly contributed to the rise of sexology in pre-Tang China (see Wang 2004) .
Early texts on the art of the bedchamber, whether intended for spiritual development or physical wellbeing, all reflect a rational rather than romantic perspective. Separately, though, literature of love and longing for feminine beauty, mostly expressed in poetry, prospered during this period, and added a new voice to the discourse. Many poems in the Yutai xinyong 玉臺新詠 (New Songs From a Jade Terrace), a collection of 769 poems from the Han to the mid-sixth century (Xu 1985; Birrell 1982) , for example, express intense desire for physically reaching the "fine lady" (jiaren 佳人), who always resides on the other side of the river (zai shui yi fang 在水一方). In addition to conventional terms for describing female features, such as beautiful eyes (meimu 美目), white teeth (haochi 皓齒), red lips (zhuchun 朱唇), and jade-like fingers (yuzhi 玉指), the poems stress the delight of the female body, indicated by her fragrant dress (xunyi 薰衣) and slender waist (xianyao 纖腰). Several poems in the collection might imply sexual encounters, but descriptions are rather indirect and metaphorical. The poem, "Huanwen ge yi" 歡聞歌一 (Song of Joyful Sound: One), by Xiao Yan 蕭衍 (464-549), i.e., Emperor Wu (r. 502-549) of the Liang dynasty (502-557), for example, has often been interpreted as describing a lovemaking scene. It says, Sleek, sleek girl in a golden house, 艷艷金樓女 Her heart like a jade pool lotus. 心如玉池蓮 With what to repay her lover's favor? 持底報郎恩 A promise to roam with him in the Buddhist paradise. 俱期遊梵天 (Birrell 1982, 285) This poem seems to use several insinuations to describe a sexual affair. The "jade pool lotus" (yuchi lian 玉池蓮) is often an analogy for the female sex organ, while "roaming in Buddhist paradise" (you fantian 游梵 天) might imply reaching buddhahood, or Great Bliss, through sexual intercourse (see Fu 2003) .
Xiao Yan's poem points to the complexity in perception of sexuality in medieval China. They actively combine Daoist longevity teachings, the traditional cosmology of yin and yang as well as Buddhist ideas, court literature, and Confucian perspectives.
Changing Dynamics in Tang Discourse
Discourse on sexuality underwent an extensive transformation during the Tang dynasty, reflecting dynamics in the religious landscape as well as the particular composition of the ruling class.
The change in the religious backdrop had to do with the broad impact of Buddhism on Tang society. To be sure, Daoist knowledge of sexology thrived throughout the dynasty; nevertheless, it did not experience the same vigorous development as earlier. The most important Tang text of Daoist sexology, Dongxuanzi 洞玄子 (Master Dongxuan), for example, largely reiterates earlier tenets of Daoist texts on the bedchamber arts, continuing to advocate the sexual cultivation of "returning the essence to replenish the brain" (huanjing bunao 還精補腦). 10 Furthermore, its various descriptions and names of intercourse positions or formations in are similar to those in the He yinyang and Sunü jing. 11 The text also stresses that sexual union should "follow the laws of the heavens and the earth and understand the mechanism of guiding yin and yang" (fa tianxiang digui yang juyin 法天象地，規陽矩陰) (Xia et al. 1986, 156) .
Another important Tang text on the art of the bedchamber, "Fangnei buyi" 房内補益 (Benefits within the Chamber), written by the Daoist medicine theorist Sun Simiao 孫思邈 (581-682), appears in Sun's Qianjin yaofang 千金要方 (Important Recipes Worth One Thousand Gold Pieces) (see Gulik 2003, 93-197; Wile 1992, 114-19) . It focuses on techniques of returning the essence to replenish the brain and outlines the benefits of following the laws of yin and yang; it also attaches great importance to instructing men over the age of forty and the techniques to prolong life. Scholars have accordingly suggested that Tang texts on bedchamber arts did not go beyond the sexology of Mawangdui times, except to expand the medical components. 12 The popularity of Buddhism in general and the introduction of Vajrayana Buddhism in particular probably added the most important new dimensions to the Tang ideal of body, gender, and sexual intercourse. Vajrayana is tantric Buddhism, in Chinese mizong 密宗, originally a development of esoteric practice. 13 While most Mahayana schools ad- 10 The Dongxuanzi is preserved in Ishimpō. For study of the text, see Zhou Yimou 2005. Scholars have debated whether the technique of "returning the essence to replenish the brain" meant returning semen (jing 精) or returning the vaporous form of sexually generated jing. For a discussion of the technique and the debate, see Harper 1998, 137-40 . Harper, in opposing Joseph Needham's argument, was convinced that jing here meant the latter, most scholars, however, have sided with Needham.
11 For translations of intercourse methods and formations in Dongxuanzi, as well as He yinyang, and Sunü jing, see Hsia et. al. 1986, 177-85 . For a comparison of the postures in these works, see Umekawa 2005, 265-68. 12 For a comparison of writings of the art of the bedchamber between the Tang texts and the Mawangdui texts, see Shi et. al., 1999, 35-55. 13 In India, esoteric Buddhism developed earlier than tantric Buddhism and stressed the secret teaching of reaching buddhahood within one's present body.
vocate refraining from indulgence in desires, sexuality was nevertheless central to the Buddhist teaching. As Bernard Faure points out, discourse on sexual desire formed a key component in Buddhist hermeneutics of desire, and salvation or awakening has always to do with sex, whether sexuality is denied, affirmed, or displaced (1998, .
Early Buddhism required celibacy and continence as an absolute necessity because of the fear that sexuality binds human beings to existence. Classic Yoga, on the other hand, prescribed it so disciples could discard perturbations of self-mastery and find increased energy through renunciation. Tantric Buddhists, however, used sexuality as a source of spiritual energy, drawing the ultimate consequence from the cardinal Mahayana tenet that passion and awakening are identical at the level of ultimate truth. "But it even goes further when it asserts that the energy of the passions is the necessary catalyst of awakening" (Faure 1998, 48) .
Faure suggests that by emphasizing the identity of passion and awakening, tantric Buddhism developed the notion of "wisdom as bliss" and asserted the possibility of reaching buddhahood in the present body. Tantric texts commonly pair wisdom with meditation or passion in sexual allegories as in, for example, the male and female sex organs (see Cabézon 1992). Perfect spiritual union attains in the union of a male and female practitioner: "The Great Bliss (mahāsukha) that ensues coincides with the realization of emptiness" (Faure 1998, 50) .
Closely reading the texts, David Gray further points out that as tantric Buddhism developed, the "secret" of awakening increasingly centered on the practice of sex. Thus, one of the most important tantric texts on the practice of highest attainment, the Shengle lunjing 勝 樂 輪 經 (Cakrasamvara tantra) begins: "And now I will explain the secret, concisely, not extensively. Union with Sri Heruka is the means of achieving all desired aims." 14 The sutra discloses that the secret is none other than bodily sexual practices (Gray 2005) .
Tantric Buddhism embraced the esoteric teaching and passed on its "secret" through texts, which are increasingly on sex. See Gray 2005. 14 For a complete translation and discussion of the Cakrasamvara Tantra, see During the seventh century, although tantric Buddhism in India became more systematic and increasingly emphasized philosophical contemplation, its original fervor remained and found its way into China along the Silk Road. It officially reached the Tang court during the eighth century (see Zhou 1944) . 15 By the ninth century, it had penetrated all sectors of Tang society. Its emphasis on the body as a means of reaching buddhahood profoundly affected Tang representations and perceptions of sexuality. 16 This may also have contributed to the rise of erotica and romantic (yanqing 艷情) literature as part of the changing perception of sexuality in Tang China. However, most scholars see it connected to the influence of Daoist bedchamber arts. Some argue that Tang literati writing sensual and romantic poems were familiar with bedchamber literature (Zhang 2008 He yinyang, and Dongxuanzi (1987, 580) . In addition, it directly borrows Daoist terms of sexology (Umekawa 2005, 259-68) . 15 Some scholars insist that it received Daoist influence on the way, e.g., Shi 2003. Thus, van Gulik, in his chapter on "Indian and Chinese Sexual Mysticism," for example, argues that "it may be stated that ancient Chinese Taoist sexual mysticism, having stimulated the rise of Vajrayana in India, was thereafter reimported into China in its Indianized version at two different times at least" (2003, 256) . 16 Xia speculates that Tang erotica was influenced by tantric ideas and practices of sexual power (2008, 292) . Tang Shang attributes the open attitude toward sexuality in the Tang dynasty to both Daoism and tantric Buddhism (2006) . On the other hand, some scholars argue that the idea of sexual intercourse as a means to reaching Great Bliss was introduced to China much earlier. See Matsunaga 1977; Lü 1995 . The Lenjia jing 楞伽經 (Lankavatara Sutra) translated by Monk Bodhiruci (Chinese name: Putiliuzhi 菩提流支) of the Northern Wei dynasty (386-534), for example, states that "intercourse between a man and a woman produces everything, and this is called Nirvana" (Nannü hehe sheng yiqie wu ming niepan 男女和合生一切物，名涅磐). See Dazangjing 大藏經 (T.32.157c).
That is to say, while Daoist sexology undoubtedly played an important role in how Tang society perceived sexuality, Buddhist influence clearly transformed its writings. Even the term "great bliss" in Bai's poem is essentially tantric, as is the idea of deifying sexual pleasure. In addition, the text was discovered among manuscripts in Dunhuang, in the most concentrated extant collection of tantric texts.
The Rise of the Literati Class
The extensive tradition of Daoist sexology, the introduction of Buddhism, and the development of romantic poems all set the stage for the transormation of discourse on sexuality during the Tang. It reached its completion when Tang literati rose to dominance in the dynasty's power structure. As van Gulik points out, pre-Tang writings on sex usually served a didactic purpose and for the most part had no intention of amusing the reader (2003, 202) . Even though Six Dynasties poems presented detailed depictions of women's physical features, they did not aim at arousing the sexual desire of their readers. The Tang dynasty thus represents a departure point in the history of the bedchamber arts and marks the beginning of an erotica culture (Liu and Hu 2007, 301) . 17 During the Tang, writings about sexuality, especially erotic and romantic ones, were much more candid in pursuing sexual pleasure and focused more on sensuality, intuition, and emotional fulfillment.
This development had to do with the rise of the examination culture. The late Tang after the An Lushan rebellion (755-763) was a period of transition when the dynasty's political capacity and economic prosperity underwent massive decline. As the preeminent clans and leading aristocrats lost power, the government increasingly relied on civil service examinations to recruit high-ranking officials, and graduates became increasingly influential in the power structure (Ebrey 1978; Johnson 1977; 17 Even though erotic works in the Ming and Qing (such as the Jinping mei 金瓶梅) quite possibly were the product of prominent literati, they appeared anonymously. Scholars have correctly observed that writings on sex first explored basic human need, then became romantic and elegant during the Tang. From the Song to the Qing, however, love and desire became separate, and writings changed from elegant to voguish (Liu 2000). Pulleyblank 1965; Twitchett 1973) . The majority of these graduates still came from eminent families, but many also rose from lower social levels. They also greatly contributed to the Tang dynasty becoming the golden age of Chinese literature.
As attending the civil service examinations in the capital of Changan became the lifelong ambition of officials-to-be, many came to live there, often in the Chongren 崇仁 Ward, near both the Pingkang 平康 entertainment section and the Bureau of Appointments of the Department of State Affairs (Xiong, 2000, 109-113; 217-220) .
Exam preparations often took six months or even up to a year, yet candidates remained even after they passed, waiting for an appointment. No longer bound by tight study schedules, they would entertain themselves with courtesans, celebrating their success and spreading news of their new status. 18 To the examination candidates, frequenting public houses and making merry with the courtesans not only brought them pleasure, but also offered an opportunity to display pleasure. For this reason, such pleasure visits became a significant theme in Tang literature. In addition, the banquets Tang emperors held to celebrate the graduates' success added a royal blessing to such publicity, giving individual graduates the chance to create a grand show of power and pleasure (see Yao 2002) .
In the meanwhile, since the Tang court patronized both Daoism and Buddhism, the literati elite embraced these religions as well, utilizing them to good effect in their writings. In his autobiography, Bai Juyi (772-846), Bai Xingjian's older brother, says, "I trained my heart with Buddhism. At the same time, I found pleasure in mountains, rivers, love, songs, poetry, zither playing, and wine" (Zhu 1988, 6.3815; Yao 1997, 22-27) .
While their penchant for Daoist bedchamber arts clearly impacted their writings, again confirming the close connection (see Harper 1987, 18 The celebrations often began right after candidates paid their respects to the emperor. The graduates considered courtesan entertainment as indispensable as wine-drinking during their celebration. The late-Tang literatus Wang Dingbao 王定保 (870-?) recounts that, when graduates received news of their success, they would set off carrying a sack stuffed with wine cups and money to cavort with courtesans (Wang 1978, 25) . 580; Umekawa, [259] [260] [261] [262] [263] [264] [265] [266] [267] [268] , Tang literati also expressed their Buddhist faith, recording their frequent social exchanges with Buddhist monks and their studies in Buddhist monasteries (Zhang 2002, 292-380) . The Buddhist poet Wang Wei 王維 (701-761), for example, lived on a vegetable diet and frequently practiced lengthy fasting. In his later years, he would feed over a dozen monks every day, taking pleasure in discussing Buddhist ideas with them (Jiu Tangshu 190). Among 42,931 poems collected in the Quan Tang shi 全唐詩 (Complete Tang Poetry), moreover, 2,700 (or 6 percent) speak of visiting Buddhist temples and monasteries, reading or changing sutras, and socializing with monks. In addition, 2,500 are composed by Buddhist monks (Guo 1987, 231) .
Another theme linked to Buddhism is the dream, common in Tang novelettes; it reflects the understanding that the world as we know it is an illusion (Zhou 2005) . It is also possible that interactive dialogue, a prominent feature in erotica (e.g., Zhang Zhuo's 張鷟 ( All these factors contributed greatly to the transformation of discourse on sexuality under the Tang, which brought forth the first two extant erotica in Chinese history, the Tiandi yinyang jiaohuan dale fu and the You xianku. The texts represent the new elite's effort to define sexual pleasure, linking it to physic charm, aesthetic sensibility, refined manners, and spiritual bliss.
Conclusion
The Chinese discourse on sexuality from the Han to the Tang underwent significant transformation. While writings on sexuality in the Han and following centuries were largely dominated by Daoist cosmology and sexology, Buddhism and court literature nevertheless made great strides in reconfiguring the overall perception of gender, body, love, and sexual intercourse. Confucian families seemed embraced both Daoist and Buddhist sexology. The diverse discourse continued during the Tang, expanding under the more pronounced effort to define sexual pleasure as a mode of enjoyment and linking it to sensuality, refined tastes, good manners, and spiritual bliss. The Tang discourse on sexuality is unique
